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ENERGY CONSERVATION IN AERONAUTICAL GROUND TESTING
R. W. Hensel, Technical Director
ARO, Inc. , Sverdrup & Parcel & Assoc. , Inc.
Arnold A ir Force Station, Tennessee

Abstract
Large aeronautical ground test facilities, particularly continuous flow wind tunnels and
engine altitude test cells, are large users of electricity. Because of the correspondingly
high absolute cost of energy, these facilities generally maintain continual programs to
minimize both energy and power levels consistent with achievement of testing objectives.
The recent sharp increases in kilowatt-hour costs (overall rates doubled within two years
at the U. S. A ir Force's Arnold Engineering Development Center, for example) have re 
sulted in a proportional rise in efforts to effect further economies. The various methods
available to reduce electricity costs fall in three categories: (1) methods related to disci
pline in the operation, (2) improvement of test facility aerodynamic efficiency, and
(3) productivity improvements resulting from modernization and new developments in data
acquisition, reduction and analysis systems and in testing techniques. Category (1) - op
erational discipline - is naturally very cost effective, but also is limited in gain potential.
It is shown that Category (3) - modernization and new developments - effects large and
very cost-effective improvements in productivity; some recent examples are presented.

1.

INTRODUCTION

experiments and, for a given Reynolds number, small

Ground testing of aeronautical vehicles and their com

scale wind tunnels are less expensive.

ponents is principally accomplished in wind tunnels of

purpose tunnels have a practical lower size limit be

various description and In engine test facilities.

cause of limitations in scaling complex models and their

The

However, multi

governing parameters for moving a test gas (generally

instrumentation.

air) in such equipment are working section Reynolds

breathing or rocket) are tested at full scale because of

number (or altitude for engines) and Mach number.

the extreme difficulty of building subscale engines, the

Mach number must normally be duplicated to assure a

length-dependent nature of combustion phenomena, and

valid ground test.

the various additional benefits derived from ground test

In wind tunnels, scale models are

A ir vehicle propulsion systems (air

almost always used, principally because full flight

ing of complex flight hardware at simulated altitude con

Reynolds number is not required for most aerodynamic

ditions.

The work reported herein was conducted by the Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC), A ir Force Systems
Command (AFSC). The results were obtained by ARO, Inc. (a subsidiary of Sverdrup & Parcel and Associates,
Inc.), contract operator of AEDC, AFSC, Arnold A ir Force Station, Tennessee.
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The continuing need in aeronautics for the increased

space chambers, all of which are low energy users by

precision in ground test data resulting from greater

comparison. The energy conservation efforts are main

Reynolds number, particularly in the transonic regime,

ly directed at the large users. The facility examples to

has put further upward pressure on drive power levels

be covered herein are briefly described in the following

for wind tunnels. Larger engines, plus the growing

three sections; they correspond directly to major com

need for combined engine and inlet testing wherein a

ponents of the three test laboratories at the AEDC but

multiple of the engine-alone airflow is required, cause

are also representative of the large energy users in

engine testing power requirements to increase. Opera

aeronautical ground testing.

tion in a continuous mode (in contrast to short duration,

2. 2 ENGINE TEST FACILITY (ETF)

which is measured in seconds) is a necessity for engine
The AEDC's Engine Test Facility (Fig. 1) has two plants

testing and is also used in multi-purpose development
wind tunnels to permit the categories of tests which re

which can be operated separately, but are interconnected

quire long duration. Drive power requirements are

for the usual case requiring combined capacity. ^

measured in the hundreds of thousands of horsepower,

diagonal line (lower left corner to upper right) were

equivalent to the requirements of a city of over 100, 000

drawn across Fig. 1 it would roughly divide the basic

people. Some of these facilities have been noted for

plant (lower right) from the addition (upper left). The

their uniqueness in size and power; the latter is a dubi

basic plant still has much of the original German equip

ous distinction in today's energy economics. Obviously,

ment built during World War II and used originally in

such large power levels also provide large opportunities

Munich (1945). There are four sets of compressors,

for energy savings. What has been and can be accom

two each dedicated to airside supply and to exhaust gas

plished with these opportunities is the subject of this

removal to the atmosphere. Some additional high pres

paper.

sure air is available from the von Karman Gas Dynamics

If a

Facility Plant (VKF) and additional exhauster capability
Almost all the large power ground test units in the world
are of necessity government owned. The experience of

is available from the Propulsion Wind Tunnel (PWT) aux
iliary compressors by prearranged scheduling. Mach

the U. S. Air Force's Arnold Engineering Development

number simulation capability exceeds 3. 0 for air-breath

Center (AEDC) will be used to illustrate the energy con

ing engines. Rocket motor firings (exhaust only) are

servation principles outlined herein. These principles

performed up to 500, 000 lb of thrust with simulated alti

are applicable to other aerodynamic and propulsion sys

tude capability, generally beyond 100, 000 ft, continuously

tem facilities of some similarity to those at the AEDC.
2. HIGH ENERGY USE GROUND TEST
FACILITY EXAMPLES
2.1 GENERAL
As noted previously, the large, continuous, multi-pur
pose development test wind tunnels and facilities de
signed to test complete engines over their simulated
altitude - Mach number operating ranges have large
power requirements. The full spectrum of test equip
ment includes specialized short-duration wind tunnels
(i.e. , blow-down, impulse, shock tube, and expansion
tube), free-flight ranges (aerodynamic and impact) and
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available before, during, and after the firing.

The ETF

tion.

alone has 216, 000 installed horsepower.

closed circuits and providing scavenging systems for ex
hausting air-breathing-engine products of combustion.

2. 3 INTERMEDIATE MACH NUMBER WIND TUNNELS
(PW T-4T, 16T, 16S)

In practice, the majority of the testing is on aircraft

The aerodynamic development work on aircraft configu

aerodynamics.

rations at the AEDC is principally performed in the

The PWT plant includes a large auxiliary compressor

PW T complex (Fig. 2) of two transonic wind tunnels (4T

system called the Plenum Evacuation System (PES),

and 16T) and a large supersonic tunnel (1 6 S ).^ A ll

which is used for a variety of functions such as plenum

have square test sections with the numeral noting the
size in feet.

suction, exhaust gas scavenging (PWT and E TF ), pres

Tunnels 4T and 16T cover Mach number 0

sure level and makeup air control, part of the 16S main

to 2. 0 and 1. 6, respectively, with the major test empha

compressor staging, and the 4T airflow supply (Fig. 2).

sis from 0. 8 to 1. 3; 16S operates in the range of 1. 5 to

The system has two increments, allowing some functions

about 4. 0. A major feature of the 16-ft tunnels is test

to be conducted simultaneously (i. e . , 4T can usually run

section interchangeability to reduce in-tunnel installa
tion time.

Variable altitude capability is achieved by having

at the same time as 16T or 16S).

The interchange is almost always within a
Reynolds numbers in the PWT are moderate because of

circuit because of the different wall requirements (per

the power-limited total pressure levels, about 2 atm in

forated in 16T and solid in 16S). A common motor

4T and 16T and 1 atm in 16S.

drive system is located between the two 16-ft circuits so

Large model sizes in 16T

are needed to fully exploit its transonic Reynolds number

that only one runs at a time.

capabilities.

The PWT has a total of 371,000 installed

horsepower, including the PES.
2. 4 HIGH REYNOLDS AND MACH NUMBER WIND
TUNNELS (VKF - A/B/C)
The high Mach number aerodynamic development testing
at the AEDC is principally performed in the von Karman
Gas Dynamics Facility (VKF) Tunnels A , B, and C. ^
This testing is mainly for space and reentry vehicles
and hypersonic flight applications.

A ll three tunnels are

tied to a common compressor plant (Fig. 3).

Tunnel A

has a 40-inch-square test section and covers the Mach
number range of 1. 5 to 6. 0 with a flexible plate nozzle.
Tunnels B and C have 50-inch-diameter test sections
following axisymmetric nozzles for discrete Mach num

FIG. 2 AEDC PROPULSION WIND TUNNEL COMPLEX

bers of 6. 0 and 8. 0 for B and 10. 0 for C.

The propulsion wind tunnel nomenclature for this wind

feature of this complex is that each test section has a

tunnel complex is derived from the initial design concept

model injection system; since most model changes are

fo r the 16-ft tunnels - to test full-scale engines installed

short, it is both energy and manpower efficient to r e 

in their airframes at simulated flight conditions (Mach
number, altitude, and temperature).

A principal

tract the model while the flow continues rather than us

Much of this work

ing the more lengthy process of shutting off airflow to

is done, but with some aerodynamic compromises in
aircraft configurations because of the 16-foot size lim ita
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the test section.

Rapid model injection also makes it

possible to use various model heat-transfer measure
ment techniques which could not be used otherwise and
which enable more rapid data acquisition, thus minimiz
ing test time for a large fraction of the A/B/C workload.
The compressor plant has up to nine stages available for
A/B/C, with supply pressure levels of up to 2, 500 psi.
Obviously, high Reynolds number capability is available
at all Mach numbers; the installed horsepower for these
nine stages is 100, 000.

FIG. 4 ANNUAL ELECTRICITY USE AND COST
A T THE AEDC
3. 2 ENERGY COSTS A T AEDC
The record of the dramatic increase in energy-alone
unit costs at the AEDC since FY 1973 is shown in Fig. 5.
The total unit cost is determined by adding a demand
charge, which fluctuates relatively little from month-tomonth and translates into about 7 mills/kwh for an av
FIG. 3 AEDC VKF TUNNELS A/B/C AND ASSOCIATED
COMPRESSOR PLAN T
3.

erage energy month.

tember 1975).

MAGNITUDE OF THE PROBLEM A T AEDC

This total unit cost has about

doubled in less than two years (December 1973 to Sep
Obviously, the large variable is the en

ergy rate; if Fig. 5 appears to resemble a rampaging
3. 1 HISTORICAL REVIEW

bull market in stocks, it is not surprising since a new

The nature of the energy problem for all users of elec
tricity can be put very simply - money! At AEDC, the
national oil conservation issue does not arise directly
because the supplying utility, the Tennessee Valley Au
thority (TVA), uses fuel oil only in its gas turbine peak
ing power generation plants.

Figure 4 summarizes the

use and cost of electricity at the AEDC from time zero;
over 90 percent of the totals shown are used to support
the test cells described in Section 2.

The divergent

trends in usage and total costs from Fiscal Year (FY)
1970 on are very evident and are greatly accelerated
after F Y 1974 by energy-alone charges.

Obviously, the

incentive for improved energy efficiency has increased
FIG. 5 TVA ENERGY CHARGE RATES FOR AEDC
(20 TO 50 x 106 KWH/MO)

greatly.
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quotation is received monthly without benefit of regula

number sensitivity early in a test program and

tory lag.

reduce high pressure runs when indicated.

TVA electricity rates are determined by the

(2) Cut back on highest Mach number runs.

revenue levels TVA is required to maintain by law.

(3) Operate at minimum practicable temperature of

Figures mainly represents the price of coal (about 80 per

test gas.

cent of the present system is coal fired with the Brown's
F e rry nuclear units out of service) plus the cost experi

4. 3 IMPROVE AERODYNAMIC EFFICIENCY

ence of energy purchased from other utilities.

To improve aerodynamic efficiency consider:

If

Brown's F e rry were in its normal base load operation at

(1) Compare overall aerodynamic efficiencies for all

a cost of about 6 m ills, replacing about 2,300 megawatts

high energy users with known standards for sim i

of high-incremental-cost TVA or purchased energy, it

lar facilities.

is estimated the recent data of Fig. 5 would be 3 mills/

data to define losses in cases where potential gain

kwh lower in months of marginal capacity. This differ

warrants the effort.

ence is about 15 percent of the total electricity bill for

Recommend additional experimental

(2) Look carefully at facility compressor systems:

every TVA customer, fo r a total of $15,000,000 per

a.

Optimized matching of compressors with facil

month in absolute terms. In this case, regulatory lag

ity flow requirements atall conditions, includ

by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission has been high.

ing all compressor staging combinations.

4.

b.

METHODS FOR REDUCING ENERGY USAGE IN
AERONAUTICAL GROUND TESTING

Off-design efficiencies in variable volume flow
machines.

Look at possibilities for net gains

The various methods for reducing energy usage (and

by removing or unloading stages and changing

cost) available to the operator of an aeronautical test

rotational speeds.

complex can be covered by a 6-point program.

c.

Each

point w ill be covered in the following six sections.

Opportunities for improved efficiencies by r e 
blading, including newer blade profiles.

(3) Specifically in engine testing, investigate improve

4. 1 U TILIZE OPTIMUM OPERATING TECHNIQUES

ments available by diffusers for both core and fan

Some major items to optimize operating techniques are:

flow, including separate diffusers for each.

(1) Review operating procedures to avoid excess

(4) Consider shutdown of less energy efficient fa cili

compressor pressure ratios, specifically includ

ties if work can be done in more efficient ones.

ing plant compressor staging configurations.
Where variable facility geometry is available,

The equations which govern many of the items listed

review methods for ensuring optimization at all

above under Sections 4. 1, 4. 2, and 4. 3 are:

test conditions.
(2) Investigate possibilities to minimize plant opera

W T,

ress).

y

HP '

tion in nonproductive modes (no testing in prog

in general, and

(

1)

Recommend circumstances under which

complete plant shutdown would be cost effective.

with a specified test section size and constant Reynolds

(3) Look for opportunities to avoid use of throttling

number, Mach number, and

r ic :

valves for control purposes and replace these
1.5

valves with m ore efficient ones when practicable.

(2)

HP
4. 2 REDUCE TEST CONDITIONS

(T„ + CX)’

The principal ways to reduce test conditions are:
(1)

where HP is the shaft horsepower, W the weight flow,

Suggest more selectivity in excursions into high
Reynolds number country.

T x the compressor inlet absolute temperature,

Investigate Reynolds
395

V c

the

(7) Speed up existing mechanisms whenever possible

compressor efficiency, \c the compressor pressure
ratio,

y

and economic, and develop new mechanisms

the ratio of specific heats, TM the test region

absolute temperature and CX a constant.

(model injection systems, for example).

Equation (1)

indicates reduced energy requirements result at a given

A few recent examples of instrumentation, control and

Mach number from low W (low pressure level at speci

technique improvements which w ill enable data to be ob

fied T ^ ), T x, and Ac and high rjc .

tained at a faster rate are summarized in the following:

The gain inherent in

(1)

minimizing the test gas temperature once the test con
ditions are determined is indicated by Eq. (2).

4T Automation/ 3^ The AEDC 4-ft Transonic Tun

nel has been automated so that achieving and maintaining

NASA is

presently designing the National Transonic Facility, a

test conditions (Mach number and Reynolds number) and

high Reynolds number continuous wind tunnel, on the

associated test section settings (porosity, wall angles

basis of using nitrogen at cryogenic temperatures to

and flap angles) are now an automatic process.

minimize drive power.

crete model parameters required within a run, such as

^

Of course, the energy in

The dis

volved in achieving and retaining very low gas tempera

angles of attack, ro ll, or yaw, are programmed in ad

tures will determine if a cryogenic tunnel is more en

vance.

ergy efficient.

to determine when test conditions are reached and ini

At the AEDC, an appreciable net gain is

The computer is fed all information necessary

achieved by using additional water flow in coolers when

tiates the data taking cycle, after which the model param

such use still produces appreciable reductions in air

eter is changed as programmed.

temperature.

cess is then repeated when all required conditions are
met.

4. 4 TAKE DATA FASTER

The data-taking pro

A fter a run is completed, the next test condition

is punched in and another run is made, again automat
Data may be obtained at a faster rate by the following

ically.

means:

The control logic in use in 4T is given in Fig. 6.

An important feature of the system is a continually up

(1) Investigate application of quasi-steady-state

dated display of all important test condition parameters

techniques in both wind tunnels and engine test
cells.

in direct engineering units.

In particular, consider continuous model
Pressures

motion with its required mechanisms.

Temperatures

Tunnel

Valve Control
(Mach N a , Pressure
Output
Peripherals
Data
D/A
Converters Voltage

Positions

(2) Look at economics of remote control of test a r

Input
Peripherals

ticle configuration changes, particularly in wind

Data

tunnel models.

Interface

(3) Study net gains possible with available, faster
data acquisition systems.

Consider time-sharing

when practicable to minimize cost.

acquisition cycles of test facilities to the maxi

-

Computer
Peripheral
Control

Periph
e r a l ___
"Control
Desired
Test Conditions

(4) Consider automation of the operating and/or data

Off/On Relays
(Porosities, Wall Angle)

Tunnel
Operators

Motors
Switch
Closures
Lights
CRT Driver

TV
, VisuaJ.
Link
Monitors
Audio/
^ V is u a l Status I
Panel 1
r Link

FIG. 6 THE TUNNEL 4T REAL TIME CONTROL
AND DISPLAY SYSTEM

mum economic extent.
(5) Develop and use new testing techniques leading

The 4T automation system is estimated to have im 

to better and faster results.

proved overall tunnel productivity (output per unit time)

(6) Reconsider operating parameter tolerances

by about 25 percent, mainly by achieving test conditions

(Reynolds and Mach numbers, pressures and

more quickly and allowing much fewer excursions be

temperatures, etc.).

yond tolerable lim its of these conditions between data
396

points.

The time previously required for operator de

immediately available results, which also save energy

cisions and communication has been virtually eliminated.

in amounts difficult to quantify by allowing timely deci

Data quality has also been improved because the opera

sions on what data are not necessary.

tors have more time to monitor the operation, and
greater consistency in test conditions is achieved.

The

annual energy-alone cost (at 13. 5 mills/kwh) for 25 per
cent of the 4T operation was $190, 000 in F Y 76.

The

total system cost was $85,000; obviously, the payoff
rate is very favorable.
(2)

Infrared Scanning in Heat-Transfer Measure

ments. A large segment of high Mach number wind tun
nel experiments are conducted for obtaining aerodynam
ic heat-transfer data.

Normally, the major techniques

used involve coating the model with phase-change or
phosphor paints which vary in color with surface tem
perature.

Both methods require extensive off-line

analysis of film records to obtain quantitative values.
The feasibility of performing sim ilar tests using an in
frared (IR) sensor to detect model surface tempera
FIG. 7 TY PIC A L MONITOR SCREEN PHOTOGRAPH
OF SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER FOREBODY
WINDWARD SURFACE TEMPERATURE
DISTRIBUTIONS

tures was initially shown in Sweden^ and later applied
in G erm any^ and the U. S.^3^ The method has been
used at the A E D C ^ since 1974 with the further refine

(3)

ments of digitally mapping the field of view with 7, 000

Short-Duration Turbine Engine Testing.

In

points which are fed to a computer and of real-tim e on

air-breathing turbine engine testing, after changing

line color display of the model temperature distribution

power setting or flight condition it is traditional to wait

shown in up to 10 colors.

until full equilibrium of all engine parts has been

A typical on-line display is

shown in Fig. 7 for the Space Shuttle Orbiter forebody

achieved before initiating a new steady-state data cycle.

windward surface.

The relative timewise behavior of key performance

This is a black and white print of a

color negative obtained at Mach number 8. 0 in VKF-B.

parameters and temperatures for a representative en

A t the AEDC, IR scanning is mainly used to replace the

gine in the 5,000- to 20,000-lbf thrust range subjected

phase-change paint technique.

to a rapid throttle transient is shown in Fig. 8.

A complete map can be

It

made with IR in one run, whereas it usually takes three

should be noted that the performance parameters (Fig.

with phase-change paint plus the time to clean and r e 

8a) arrive at their steady-state condition in less than a

paint the model after each run.

minute.

(Because of the model

Of the key temperatures (Fig. 8b), those which

insertion systems in VKF A/B/C, short model changes

are related to the gas path (turbine blade and turbine

are made without tunnel shutdown.) The IR heat-trans

discharge gas) reach equilibrium about an order of mag

fe r testing done in F Y 76 thus reduced energy-alone

nitude sooner than those related to the heavier parts of

costs by $97, 000; total cost of the system, including

the engine (turbine wheel and shaft bearing).

spares and integration, was $57,000.

The latter

temperatures define the normal 5- to 10-minute waiting

Again, the pay

period after a change in engine operating conditions.

off rate is favorable even without consideration of the
397

cremental costs for all of ETF are estimated at $50,000,

100

largely for the computer software requirements.

The

accurate transient data acquisition systems required
were procured previously for other reasons.

The cost

effectiveness on an energy-alone basis is again very
favorable and promises to improve as the technique
gains greater acceptability in the propulsion community.
One very large advantage not related directly to energy
conservation is the ability to increase the data obtainable
from very expensive, low -life development engines.
4. 5 ELIMINATE UNNECESSARY DATA

FIG. 8 BEHAVIOR OF KEY PERFORMANCE
PARAMETERS AND TEMPERATURES
DURING A RAPID THROTTLE TRAN
SIENT FOR A TYPIC AL TURBINE
ENGINE A T M = 1. 0, A L T = 36,000 F T

Techniques which have been instrumental in reducing the
amount of data necessary for a given objective include:
(1) Consider on-line data reduction for all large en
ergy users.

The philosophy of the short-duration technique is to ob

(2) Investigate possibilities of on-line data analysis

tain all measurements in a much shorter period, one

using interactive graphics and math models when

minute for example, using an accurate transient data

applicable.

acquisition system which includes minimum lag pres

(3) Study application of sophisticated test condition

sure measurements calibrated for corrections if neces
sary.

and configuration matrix selection methods when

Prediction techniques are applied to those tem

peratures which take longer to reach equilibrium, using

applicable for minimized testing, (i.e ., "trimm ed"

the equations:

polar and/or "flight path simulation" data acquisi
tion) .
T(t) - Tj

--- ---= 1 - e
TSS - Tj

Recent examples of the techniques listed above are sum

(3)

marized in the following:

and

T = °2
~ w ac>-8 ’

(1) On-Line Data Analysis. ^

(4)

On-line data re 

duction is now in wide use in aeronautical ground testing.

where T(t) is the instantaneous temperature during the

The quick availability of the data in usable form pro

transient, and Ti and T ss are the initial and steady-

vides the opportunity to modify the test program while in

state temperatures,

progress and thus increase the usable information per

r is the time constant of the tran

sient response which can be related to engine air weight

test hour.

This philosophy has been carried to its lo gi

flows, Wa, and a calibration constant, C 2 , for each

cal conclusion of on-line data analysis at the AEDC with

parameter undergoing temperature measurement.

the aid of interactive graphics and analytical predictions
(mathematical models).

Interactive graphics is a means

The short-duration technique is in use at the AEDC.
of displaying current data on an article being tested for
When the initial phase has been effected in all large ETF
purposes of comparison with previous results and/or
Cells, an overall energy savings of 10 percent ($135,000
math model data which have been stored in the computer.
annually at 13. 5 mills/kwh) is expected.

The technique
Whatever comparisons are ordered can be displayed on

is applicable to about half the ETF testing, but is being
a cathode ray tube (CRT) and hard copies made as

used only about half of this time in the initial phase. In
398

desired (Fig. 9).

The various steps in the on-line in

benefits include a recent experience wherein immediate

formation flow cycle are shown schematically in Fig. 10.

comparisons of some engine compressor inlet pressures

Please note the direct contact between the analysis and

indicated some suspicious values. After quick engine

test engineers to enable immediate redirection of test

shutdown, inspection revealed a loose pressure rake

ing as indicated by the data analysis.

which would imminently have been injested by the com
pressor, probably resulting in major damage to a very
expensive and scarce developmental engine.
The main saving in the on-line data analysis technique is
in eliminating unnecessary data; this is difficult to quan
tify.

Some increase in testing rate was also experienced

in the ETF mainly because of a reduction in repeat
points and less time between data points because of the
graphic display.

An overall saving of 7 percent was es

timated for all ETF ($95, 000/year at 13. 5 mills/kwh).
Incremental costs were $60, 000, about a third of which
is an annual cost of software for math model modifica
tions.
FIG. 9 PHOTOGRAPH SHOWING CENTRAL COM
PUTER, DATA BANKS, INTERACTIVE
GRAPHICS DISPLAY, AND CRT HARD COPY

(2)

Flight Path Simulation.

A ircraft performance

in normal flight can be predicted by obtaining a matrix
of wind tunnel data covering a reasonable range of Mach
numbers, pitch and yaw angles, control surface deflec
tions, and aircraft configurations.

At maneuvering flow

conditions, the matrix becomes unreasonable because of
the large range of aircraft angular motion and control
deflections plus the multitude of store configurations
utilized.

Furthermore, the usual assumption of linear

superposition of incremental aerodynamic effects be
comes inaccurate at maneuvering flight and control sur
face angles.

A captive testing technique has been devel

oped at AEDC to directly simulate the aircraft flight
path in high acceleration maneuvers up to the departure
point (limit of controllability).
FIG. 10 SCHEMATIC OF ETF ON-LINE
TEST INFORMATION FLOW

A typical model used for this purpose is shown in Fig. 11
attached to an existing support mechanism capable of

This graphic analysis technique has many potential ap

generating the required pitch and yaw angles.

plications not limited to the specialized field of groimd

diagram of the closed loop control logic is given in Fig.

testing.

12.

At the AEDC, it is also used routinely to ac

The wind tunnel serves as a function generator for

celerate off-line analysis work to help keep up with the

the static force and moment coefficients.

continually increasing test productivity.

the wind tunnel operating conditions, and the

Unexpected
399

A block

These data,

predetermined aircraft dynamic derivatives, thrust and

The flight path simulation technique is extremely effec

mass characteristics, and control deflection schedules

tive in reducing the data needed to achieve the desired

are used to solve the Euler equations of motion. A

objective.

step-by-step solution is obtained using a point predic

to automate the control surfaces and about $50, 000 for

tion technique in which the previously measured data

computer software.

are used to predict the aerodynamic coefficients at the

estimates range from 1 to 2 orders of magnitude greater

end of the next time interval, to calculate the pitch and

time, depending on the number of aircraft trajectories

yaw angles, and command model motion to the new

derived.

positions.

test was $30, 000.

If the new measured coefficients do not

For the model of Fig. 9, it required $70, 000

Using the old matrix techniques,

The cost of electrical energy for the present
The energy saving is somewhat aca

agree with the calculated ones within specified lim its,

demic because the extreme data requirements of the

the time interval is shortened until they do.

matrix solutions effectively prevented their use.

Mach num

The

ber is also calculated at each prediction interval and

major contribution of the new technique is that it intro

the wind tunnel is adjusted accordingly.

duces an area of wind tunnel simulation which was pre

This procedure

results in all the data necessary to define aircraft mo

viously unobtainable with reasonable economy.

tion from a given starting point.

(3)

Automatic Trim Control.

One major objec

tive in wind tunnel testing is to obtain lift-drag polars at
trim conditions (all moments = 0 and thrust = drag).
Normally, these results require a matrix of thrust,
angle of attack, and horizontal tail deflection to deter
mine longitudinal trim at a given Mach number and alti
tude.

A closed-loop system has been developed which

is very similar in principle to the flight path simulation
technique and results in direct setting of the test article
to trim.

The model settings which should produce trim

at a given flight condition are first calculated, and a set
FIG. 11 1/20-SCALE MODEL IN THE TUNNEL 16T
TEST SECTION

of aerodynamic measurements is obtained. A check is
then made to determine if the vehicle is in fact trimmed;
if not, the computer solves the trim control position
equations to determine a new set of control positions.
The process is repeated until trim is obtained and de
sired measurements are recorded.

The control effec

tiveness coefficients used in the trim control position
equations are determined experimentally in separate
runs.
It has been determined in one full-scale m issile pro
gram using an air-breathing engine that the trim con
trol technique was faster than the conventional by a
FIG. 12 THE CAPTIVE INSTALLATION AND A
BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE COMPUTER
CONTROL LOOP

factor of four.

The difference in data-taking time for

this one short test reduced energy costs $53, 000.
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The

extra costs were less than $5,000, mainly for computer

hour (WUOH) in all the large electricity use test cells.

software.

These weighted hours are a direct measure of the test
ing level in each cell; neither the total WUOH nor the

4. 6 OPTIMIZE POWER CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
distribution thereof among the units under consideration
Among the actions which can optimize the power con

has changed significantly since F Y 1973.

tract from the test facility manager's viewpoint are:
(1) Review scheduling procedures fo r possibilities of
reducing power demand charges, including com
puterized control.
(2) Consider possible power contract changes which
could have fiscal advantages:
a. Reduce firm power and replace with curtail
able if reduced demand rates can result.
b.

Obtain a fixed time demand averaging period,
preferably at least 1/2 hour.

c.

Increase allowable rate-of-change of power
under non-emergency conditions.

d.

FIG. 13 AEDC KWH/WUOH IN LARGE ELECTRICITY
USE TEST CELLS

Reduce minimum demand charge as much as
possible.

Wind tunnel and engine test facility designers attempt to

(3) If fixed time demand averaging period is used,
consider use of computerized prediction of de

optimize aerodynamic efficiency of the test units within

mand level at end of period.

specified boundary conditions which prominently include
construction cost effectiveness.

(4) Exercise demand peak shaving by:
a.

b.

Thus, after-the-fact

Shutting down readily interruptible units dur

improvements at the present time are not likely to be

ing periods of high power.

cost effective as both energy and construction cost in

Scheduling maximum Reynolds number (maxi

creases attempt to outdo each other.

mum power) runs to split fixed time demand

found in cases of unexpected aerodynamic performance

averaging periods if such are used.

deficiencies discovered during initial operation.

Exceptions can be

At the

AEDC, various studies to effect the known potential
5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
gains in the most economical manner have been and are
Of the various methods for reducing energy usage in

being conducted.

aeronautical ground testing described in Section 4, the

respited from these studies to influence the Fig. 13 data.

Nothing of sufficient magnitude has

first two (Sections 4.1 and 4. 2) relate to the discipline
Sections 4. 4 and 4. 5 relate to test unit productivity, the
in the operation including the cooperation of the spon
output per WUOH.
sors in accepting test condition compromises.

Increases in data acquisition rate

Cost e f
along with elimination of unnecessary data lead directly

fectiveness can be very high for these two, particularly
to equivalent reduction of air-on time required to ob
if there is little or no loss of test time and reduced con
tain a given amount of usable information.
ditions do not affect the results.

The empha

The AEDC experience
sis on information is the key point - just taking data

since F Y 1973 discussed in Sections 4.1 and 4. 2 is sum
faster can result in super saturation of data analysis
marized in Fig. 13, which shows over a 19-percent r e 
capability.
duction in energy expended per weighted user occupancy
401

A corresponding effort toward on-line or

quick-response data analysis, using interactive graphics

with machinery limitations w ill reduce the nonproductive

and math models when applicable, is required as data

time in getting the facility on line to test conditions,

are acquired more rapidly.

changing conditions, and returning off line.

Development of new testing

techniques are also an integral part of productivity,
leading to improved speed and accuracy, but also to in
formation which may have been unobtainable previously.
It is very difficult to measure gains in net usable in
formation, but an indication of past AEDC gains in data
acquisition rates is shown in Figs. 14 and 15.

Data

values (Fig. 14) are individual measurements which are
reduced to a smaller number of coefficients (Fig. 15) in
usable engineering form.

It is clear that large factors

of increase are possible in relatively short time periods.

FIG. 15 FINAL COEFFICIENTS PER AIR-ON HOUR
• TREND IN VKF A/B/C

The real gains are greater than indicated to the extent
that unnecessary data are eliminated.

6.

The more recent

SUMMARY

examples of productivity gains discussed in Sections 4.4

The most effective means of reducing energy used by

and 4. 5 indicate a strong continuation of the trends of

aeronautical ground test facilities are those which are

Figs. 14 and 15.

related to the discipline in the operation and thus require

The cost of most productivity im 

provement items in large test facilities has been r e 

no capital investment, namely optimization of operating

covered within a year in electricity savings alone, which

techniques and reduction of test conditions.

is generally an order of magnitude sooner than the time

power contract management falls in the same category

indicated in a majority of the studies of modifications

except that only costs are involved.

leading to greater aerodynamic efficiency.

three cases are real and visible, but the potential is

Optimization of the Power Contract (Section 4. 6) em

limited.

phasizes measures to reduce costs to the consumer at a

Optimized

The savings in all

Improvements in aerodynamic efficiency are generally

specified energy level by demand charge management.

the least cost effective because of the high cost of modi

The only item with energy-saving aspects is allowable

fications of existing facilities.

rate-of-change of power where maximization consistent

There is some favor

able trend with reduced test facility size because con
struction costs normally vary greater than the square
of size, the rate at which energy use varies.
Improved productivity by taking data faster and eliminat
ing what is not necessary wherever possible offers the
greatest potential at a very attractive rate of return for
the large (and high-energy-use) facilities.

When the im 

provements require significant development work and/or
new instrumentation the favorable ratio is reduced as
size decreases because development and instrumentation
costs can vary less than linearly with size.
FIG.

Absolute en

ergy savings attributable to productivity gains generally

14 DATA VALUES PER AIR-ON HOUR TREND
IN PW T AND ETF
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suffer from low visibility because of the continual

5.

Schepers, H. J.

"Heat Transfer Investigation of

growth in information requirements within a given test

Axisymmetric Bodies at Hypersonic Speeds by Means

program plus the normal tendency to perform more

of Infrared Measurement. " DLR-Mitt-71-19,

tests as the total available test time remains constant.

October 1971.

Since productivity improvement also parallels new tech

6.

"Convective Heating Measurement

by Means of an Infrared Camera. " NASA TMX-2507,

nique development and increases in accuracy, all of

February 1972.

which go toward keeping old facilities modern at modest
7.

cost, it is not surprising that limited capital funds gen
erally gravitate in this direction.

Compton, D. L.

Bynum, D. S. , Hube, F. K . , Key, C. M ., and
Dyer, P. M.

The high degree of

"Measurement and Mapping of A ero

dynamic Heating in VKF Tunnel B with an Infrared

energy cost effectiveness is providing further impetus.

Camera. " AEDC-TR-76-54 (to be published).
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